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Get Results With PLR
LEGAL DISCLAIMER
This book is protected by international copyright law and may not be copied,
reproduced, given away, or used to create derivative works without the publisher’s
express permission. The publisher retains full copyrights to this book.
The author has made every reasonable effort to be as accurate and complete as possible
in the creation of this book, and to ensure that the information provided is free from
errors. However, the author/publisher/ reseller assumes no responsibility for errors,
omissions, or contrary interpretation of the subject matter herein and does not warrant
or represent at any time that the contents within are accurate due to the rapidly
changing nature of the Internet. Any perceived slights of specific persons, peoples, or
organizations are unintentional.
The purpose of this book is to educate and there are no guarantees of income, sales, or
results implied. The publisher/author/reseller can therefore not be held accountable for
any poor results you may attain when implementing the techniques or when following
any guidelines set out for you in this book.
COMPENSATION DISCLOSURE: Unless otherwise expressly stated, you should assume
that the links contained in this book may be affiliate links and either the
author/publisher/reseller will earn commission if you click on them and buy the product
/ service mentioned in this book. However, the author/publisher/reseller disclaims any
liability that may result from your involvement with any such websites/products. You
should perform due diligence before buying mentioned products or services
This constitutes the entire license agreement. Any disputes or terms not discussed in
this agreement are at the sole discretion of the publisher.
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Introduction to Implementing PLR
Welcome!
One of the first challenges people face with using the product packs is
“what’s next.” How about some help getting implementing your PLR?
I’ve created a series of videos to help you get started.
If you are new to PLRPump you will get a Welcome email from
PLRPump.com. Please whitelist that domain so you don't miss out on
updates, tips, and deals.
In the download pack you'll find the product files, a license file, this
document you are reading and a free report called "Squeezing PLR" which is
full of ideas for making your product unique and more valuable to your
customers. Can’t find the report?
Just email support@sosg.zendesk.com and send me a quick message. I’ll
send you the link to the download.
Be Great!
Kater aka Kate Rieger
SUPPORT: sosg.zendesk.com
Let's Connect!
Twitter: http://twitter.com/katerwrites
Facebook Friend: https://www.facebook.com/friendkater
Facebook Biz Page: https://www.facebook.com/likekater
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The Big Picture
Implementation of an information product is more than tweaking a few
articles to upload to your blog. Really. Our PLR products provide you with a
generous inventory of material you can use with minor updates or
completely rewrite to suit your purpose. Every element can be repurposed
into new articles, videos, presentations, audios, reports and more.
Implementing PLR follows Six Simple Steps. Here's the Big Picture:

1:
2:
3.
4.
5:
6:

Start by downloading and expanding the PLR product
Plan your marketing strategy
Prepare your website
Prepare funnel (list building & paid products)
Create the solution
Test
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As you expand each of the 6 steps you quickly realize there is more involved
with implementing PLR to "Get Results."
People new to business and marketing proceed to Step 3 or 5 and overlook
Step 2: Plan. As they get further into implementing, they become confused
because they don't have a clear picture of the objective for all this content.
I am now going to share with you a secret that no other PLR provider
divulges.
You have to first establish a marketing goal for the PLR.
The process of implementing PLR is easy. You just did to get beyond the
technical "how-tos" which end up far less challenging than you thought. But
I didn't say it would be simple. Here's what really is involved with content
marketing.

That's a bit more than uploading an article to your blog!
I realize that is a small image. You can download the image.
[Right Click – Save As]
http://trainingplr.s3.amazonaws.com/Get-Results-With-PLR.png
www.PLRPump.com
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How to Best Benefit From This Training
Information marketing aka content marketing is marketing. This training
well step you through basic planning and implementation of your PLR. I
encourage you to define a true marketing goal for each element of PLR.
Does this sound like a lot of work?
Creating a successful online business is no different that creating an offline
one. You just don't have a 'brick-and-mortar' presence. But the best
practices for creating successful businesses applies to both.
A marketing plan for content is one of the most often overlooked steps
because it adds time to getting the product in front of customers. The end
result is missed opportunities for reaching the right audience and
converting them into subscribers or customers. Spend a bit of time
preparing a marketing plan for any content. You can do this.
Overview of Modules
There are several tasks within each step of the Implementation process.
How much time and effort you want to spend on each step is up to you. I
use one of our products "Low Carb Holidays" for the demonstration. There
is a Turnkey Website used in the demo. Of course, you may not have this
website, but the concepts and methods still apply.
Step 1: Start Here

This section covers downloading, unpacking and reviewing the contents.
Step 2: Begin

This section provides a 10,000-foot view of developing a plan for the PLR
content.
Step 3: Prepare Website

If you already have your blog set up, then you can by-pass this step. New to
WordPress? No problem. Here is 5 hours of WP training you can do at your
own pace. It is very comprehensive and FREE.
Just click here to create your account.
www.PLRPump.com
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Or cut/paste this link into your browser.
https://www.plrunzipped.com/wp-login.php?action=register

Step 4: Prepare Funnel

In your PLR Business Builder pack you will find ready-to-go list building and
product funnels. You do have to decide if you want to implement the WP
model or HTML model.
• How to prepare either model is covered in this training.
• Also covered is "Create a Payment Button" (Paypal).
• You'll also learn how to "Set Up List Services" (Autoresponder).
GetResponse and Aweber are covered. I use both these services. If you are
using a free list service like MailChimp, I recommend you move to Aweber
or GetResponse. Do you really want to risk your list to a FREE service
provider?
Step 5: Prepare Solution

• This is where you brand your ecovers, ebooks/reports, graphics,
presentations and articles.
I strongly recommend you spend a few bucks on a new ecover. After all,
you are going to change the title of the report or book to suit you
marketing goals. You also don't want to display the same ecover a
competitor is showing because they didn't change the product at all. Check
out Fiverr.com for ecover designers. You should be able to get a quality
ecover for $25 - $30.
• Upload branded reports, ecovers and finalizing the product funnels.
This is when you pull together all the updated products and upload to your
blog, as well as update the list building and sales funnels with branded
elements.
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Step 6: Test

In this step you test the function and flow of your funnels. Product/funnel
split testing is out-of-scope for this introductory training.
That's it!
Other Points
Steps 4: ‘Prepare Funnel and Step’ 5: ‘Create Solutions’ are the most
"technical" portions of the training. There is nothing in the training you
can't do. You just may not know how to execute. So watch the videos and
learn the "why" and "how" to do the task.
There are two implementation options for the list building (lead gen) and
product sales funnels. You do NOT need to implement both. Choose the
WP or HTML process.
Once you go through the implementation one time you'll have a better
understanding of why the Step 2: Plan is a key part of creating a solution
that get's results.
Ready to begin?
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Step 1: Begin
This module is all about unpacking and reviewing the contents of the
product packs.
If you purchased the Essential Oils Turnkey Website build, please
refer to the Implementation Guides folder within your Turnkey
product download. The file structure is a bit different so there will be
less confusion if you refer to those guides and videos.
The products used in this training are the "Low Carb Holiday
Salvation” and “Low Carb Desserts”.
Business Builder
Content Bundles
Beginning in 2017 product folders have a different structure.
The processes are the same, the folder structure is different.

If that is too small to read, here is the text version:
1-START HERE
DOWNLOAD
EXPAND FILES
7-ZIP.ORG
INVENTORY CONTENTS
Business Builder
Content Marketing Bundle
www.PLRPump.com
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Turnkey Websites
Training Videos
1-1 Introduction To Get Results PLR Training

https://youtu.be/j4u5q4hBSWk
1-2 Download PLR Products
https://youtu.be/2qudjgwzjYM
1-3 Expand Inventory
https://youtu.be/uRqatoRkueo
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Step 2: Plan
This module is provides an overview of creating a marketing plan for your
PLR. There are 4 elements to address:
• Determine Your Prime Audience
• Establish Your Unique Value Proposition (UVP)
• Determine the Marketing Goal
• Define the Call-To-Action
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Put away the magnifying glass. Here is the text version.
2- PLAN
DETERMINE AUDIENCE
Who are they?
What generation/age?
What pains, dislikes, sorrows, problems, challenges, sad stories?
What hot-buttons, needs, likes, desires, dreams?
Where do they hangout?
What do they say, lingo, terms, phrases?
DETERMINE UVP
Who are competitors?
What do they provide?
How does your solution add value?
Repurpose to a new format
DETERMINE MARKETING GOAL
Traffic
Visibility/Authority
Leads/Sales
DEFINE CALL-TO-ACTION(CTA)
Response (Reply, Comment, Call)
Social Action (likes, tweets, email, etc.)
Opt-in (Squeeze page, Quiz, Survey)
Sales
Your own products
Affiliate products
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Determine Your Prime Audience
Who is your perfect or Prime Audience? These are the people you want to
attract. Are they college students or retired seniors; people of color or
white; urban or rural; business owners, new entrepreneurs, or
professionals.
Failure to identify the primary target audience leads to miscommunications
and poorly designed offers. You simply cannot attract everyone, but by
narrowly defining the Prime Audience you have a better chance of
attracting the exact people willing to pay for your products.
There is a Facebook re-targeting company called "Perfect Audience." The
name is apt because you don't want to fork out hundreds of dollars for paid
advertising to attract the "imperfect audience." I called this the Prime
Audience. Think of them as the people who are your ideal customer – not
just the low hanging fruit.
Ask yourself these questions:
Are you better off targeting college students or established entrepreneurs?
Or, is your Prime Audience retired couples?
The answer impacts what is included in your product, the offers, and price.
By the way, don't overlook how much disposable income the PA may have.
Considering most college students are up to their necks in debt, they make
a poor choice for a target audience.
Start with these questions to define your Prime Audience:
1. Who are they and where do they live?
2. What generation/age?
3. What are their pains, aches, sorrows, problems and stories?
4. Where do they hang out?
5. What terms/phrases/lingo do they use?
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Establish your Unique Value Proposition (UVP)
The simple reason that you need a UVP is that, no matter what product
you're selling to which market, there are other companies you're
competing with, and you need to stand out. You want your market to think
of YOU when they need your products or services. If you create a good
UVP, it will stick in their memory and put you above the rest.
The Elements of a Good UVP
There are three things that make a good UVP:
1. It specifically addresses the needs of your market.
Your UVP should be something your market can't live without, that solves
their problems, or makes their lives easier.
2. A good UVP is memorable.
It has to stick in people’s minds so that you're the one they think of when
they need your products.
3. It connects with your buyers emotionally.
UVPs speak to the fears, worries, desires, and frustrations of your target
market.
A good UVP is especially essential in a crowded market. If you're up against
a large number of competitors, you need an especially strong UVP to cut
through the noise. On the other hand, even if your business is the only
game in town, you still need to create a UVP that speaks to your audience.
It's not only about battling the competition, but also establishing your
brand in the minds of your customers.
One good way to start thinking of your UVP is to look at the competition.
What are they providing? Where are the gaps? Gaps provide you with
opportunity for UVP.
How does your solution add value? Identify that and you have a UVP.
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Don't forget that simply by repurposing or reformatting PLR you can turn it
into a new value proposition.
Example: PLR with steps, exercises, challenges and videos can become an
exclusive product delivered by a membership program.
Standing Out By Branding
One of the simplest ways to stand out is to develop a brand. This may
include visual elements such as logo, colors and fonts. But a brand goes to
your "promise." Once you define your promise, you'll find your offers fall in
line with promise and keeps you from drifting or making bad decisions.
Determine Your Marketing Goal
You'll hear a number of definitions of a marketing goal. I found this version
to be the easiest to grasp and define. For each piece of content, define the
primary goal to be to:
1. Establish/Expand Your Reputation As An Authority
2. Build/Drive Traffic
3. Conversions (to leads or sales)
Yes, there will be overlap, but each piece of content you prepare should
have a specific goal.
Example: Rewrite an article to post on a relevant high traffic site.
Define the Call-To-Action (CTA)
Since each element of content has a specific goal (authority, traffic,
conversions) then you need to supply the Call-To-Action for each element.
Example: Each article posted to the blog should have a specific call-toaction sending the reader to an opt-in page or product offer. Other CTAs
may be to supply a comment, Like your Facebook page, or tweet about the
post. Many of our products have CTA {SpaceHolders} included. Be sure to
fill in the blanks!
www.PLRPump.com
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Step 3: Prepare Website
If your WordPress skills are weak, then enroll in my FREE WordPress
training. This is a comprehensive course covering everything from hosting,
DNS, implementation, to administration and management. It is 5 hours of
video training. Quite a bit, but you can watch it as time permits. Full
access, no charge.
Let's just go with the text view
PREPARE WEBSITE
REGISTER DOMAIN
ESTABLISH HOSTING
SETUP NAMESERVERS/DNS
INSTALL WP
ESTABLISH PERMALINKS
INSTALL THEME
INSTALL BASIC PLUGINS
CREATE BASE CATEGORIES
CREATE BUSINESS PAGES

Go here to enroll. Or paste this URL into your browser:
http://theexperthub.com/labs/wp/create-account.html
Create your account and password. You will need that when you try to
access the video content. I recommend you bookmark this page after you
login.
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Step 4: Prepare Funnel
This section covers the preparatory steps to creating the List Building and
Product Funnels. Your PLR content bundles include these elements. At this
stage, you are not branding any reports or images. That takes place in the
next section.
This is devoted to setting up the base pages required for the funnels. We
are using a standard for page names to keep things simpler. You are more
than welcome to define your own page names, but if this is your first round
creating a funnel then stick with our game plan. In this section you will:
1. Define Funnel Pages (WP)
2. Define Funnel Pages (HTML)
3. Create Payment Button (Paypal)
4. Setup List Services (Autoresponder)

www.PLRPump.com
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Here is the text view of the mindmap:
PREPARE FUNNEL

Define Funnel Pages (WP)
Freebie - Dedicated WP Optin Page /gift/
Freebie - /thank-you-for-subscribing/
Freebie - /ebookdl/
Freebie - /hello/optin-gift.pdf
Buyer - dedicated WP Sales Page /guidew/
Buyer - /bthsub/
Buyer - /tyhandbook/
Buyer - /guide/ebook.pdf
Define Funnel Pages (HTML)
Freebie - HTML Optin Page /hello/index.html
Thank You - /hello/ty.html
Download- /hello/dl-page.html
Report - /hello/optin-gift.pdf
Buyer - HTML Sales Page /guide/index.html
Thank You - /guide/ty.html
Download - /guide/dl-page.html
Buyer - /guide/ebook.pdf

Create Payment Button
Refer to How-To-Create-A-Paypal-Payment-Buttonv4-NotTurnkey.pdf for
written instructions
Setup List Services
Autoresponder Services
Aweber
GetResponse
Create List
Freebie
Get Response
Create FR Opt-in Form
Create Buy Opt-in Form
Automation
Buyer
Aweber
Create FR Opt-in Form
Create Buy Opt-in Form
Automation
Add AR Messages
Aweber
Freebie - #1-#8
Buyer - #1
Get Response
Freebie - #1-#8
Buyer - #1
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Training Videos
4-1-1 Overview
https://youtu.be/oJLwJteDkws
4-1-2 Prepare PLR List Building Funnel for WP

https://youtu.be/LTsW_1ZT1qQ
4-2-1 Prepare HTML PLR Funnel
https://youtu.be/V5tqgRBy0mI
4-3-1 Create Paypal Button
https://youtu.be/oDMRzpsMoDM

Download Supporting Documentation: How to Setup Paypal Payment
Button
[Right-click/Save-as]
http://trainingplr.s3.amazonaws.com/How-To-Create-A-Paypal-Payment-Buttonv4NotTurnkey.pdf
List Services (Getresponse or Aweber)
4-4-1 Introduction to Setup of List Services
https://youtu.be/3h7puxpPGsA
4-4-2 How to Create a List in Aweber
https://youtu.be/rGoeOy4EXiM
4-4-3 How to Create a List in Get Response
https://youtu.be/6vCApEggxq0
4-4-4 Setting Up Opt-in Forms in Aweber
https://youtu.be/gLUQqZp0rto
4-4-5 Setting Up Opt-in Forms in Get Response
https://youtu.be/KdtVEV6Zfxc
4-4-6 Upload first Autoresponder Aweber
https://youtu.be/7AnmlYjqt78
4-4-7 Upload first Autoresponder GetResponse
https://youtu.be/DuWto2QA48o
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Step 5: Prepare Solution
This is the section where we pull everything together and finalize uploading
to the website.
NOTE: YOU DO NOT NEED TO DO BOTH THE HTML AND WP
IMPLEMENTATIONS. NOR DO YOU HAVE TO DO BOTH AWEBER
AND GETRESPONSE ACTIVITIES. I’ve included HTML for those
customers who want to know how to implement the HTML. Choose
Aweber or Getresponse lessons depending on what you own. Those
are the only 2 autoresponders included in the tutorials.

1. Prepare Supporting Content
2. Updating Main Product
3. Updating Lead Gen
4. Upload Branded Reports
5. Updating Articles
6. Updating Posters
7. Updating Slidedecks (PPT)
8. Branding Videos
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Here is the text version for your easy reading convenience:
5-CREATE SOLUTION
Prepare Supporting Content
Name/Business/URL
Bio/About Me
Examples/Case Studies
Resources
Charts
Curated content
Images/Graphics
Canva.com
Pixler.com (Express)
CTA
Send to Opt-in
Send to Sales Page
Send to affiliate product
Survey, Quiz, Comment
Main Product
Lead Gen
Upload Branded Reports
Upload Ecovers -WP Version
Update Optin Page
Update Sales Page - WP
Update Buyers Optin Page - WP
Upload Reports - WP Version
Edit HTML Pages
List Building Elements
Main Product Elements
Upload HTML Elements
Posters
Articles
Slidedecks (PPT)
Videos
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Training Videos

5-1-1 Create Supporting Content
https://youtu.be/lCWE4yx0-bc
5-2-1 Branding Ecovers with Canva
https://youtu.be/-gXeo1FBNIg
5-2-2 Branding Ecovers with Pixlr
https://youtu.be/6dbN9RUBSmI
5-3-1 Brand Reports
https://youtu.be/Sjm5FZvV3sg
5-4-1 Introduction to Uploading Branded Lead Gen Reports-WP
Implementation
https://youtu.be/EqgJ7uZh20c
5-4-2 Uploading Branded Product Reports – WP Implementation
https://youtu.be/ajZKGR0p1Ak
5-5-1 Intro to Uploading Branded Lead Gen Reports - HTML Implementation
https://youtu.be/-G-Af33disg
5-5-2 Uploading Branded Product Reports – HTML Implementation
https://youtu.be/NtAb1pev9JU
5-6-1 Making Articles Unique
https://youtu.be/JdaysfRmZe0
5-6-2 Editing Posters 2 Styles
https://youtu.be/oNyoWKeRc-E
5-6-3 Editing PPT Slidedeck
https://youtu.be/9ePzuAbY89U
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5-6-7 Intro to Branding PLR Videos - Using Free Video Editing Tool
https://youtu.be/X4xWcXHKqcg
5-6-8 Upload Video & Give It SEO Boost
https://youtu.be/axPqRkEA0tg
5-6-9 How To Add Branding Banners to PLR Video - Free Video Editor
https://youtu.be/YOH0l71qcdw
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Step 6: Test
This is the section where you should review and test the funnels (list
building and product sales) as well as the autoresponder messages.
I recommend you add at least 7 more messages to the autoresponder
series. You can upload all 21 of them if you wish, or repurpose the
messages a social media posts or even blog posts. Up to you.
You will need to opt-in to the freebie to test that flow.
You will need to purchase the product to test that flow.
We don't cover A/B testing in this course, but that would be a wise action
to take once you get the basic funnels set up.
Go be Great! You can do this!
Kater
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Get This Deal
Get THE DEAL.

Just a few words of praise from customers...
Just purchased the NLP content bundle and the upgrade items. They are
excellent content. Do you know of a PLR NLP book of similar quality that may
be available from any source?
Thank you, Mike

Hi Kate,
Thank you so much for this additional information. I'm really impressed you
made an effort to consult with other IM'ers. Highly appreciated.
Wish you well. Paul.
Never again pay full price for quality PLR Products. Get THE DEAL.
Hey Kater ... I just purchased the whole Core Fitness package and I'm lovin' it!
I've taken a quick peek at all the FABULOUS content. Really well done, as
always.
Week #1 of the Bonanza content has got me craving more already. Great way
to enhance the package and deliver the content without it being
overwhelming. The newsletter format is perfect for "quick consumption" ...
concise yet thorough. Nicely done!
Thanks for offering another 100% useful package at an incredible price ...
you're AWESOME!
All the best,
Donna
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I recently purchased the Wellness-Garden Niche Pack and am amazed and
impressed with the sheer size of it! I am still downloading the zip files and
having a look at the content ...overwhelming!
Gail
Never again pay full price for quality PLR Products. Get THE DEAL.

Hi. My name is Renee Howes. I’ve been following your fabulous, educational
material and have purchased several PLR packages.
With your knowledge, I’m hopeful you can point me in the right direction for
assistance with my WP affiliate website (equestrian).
Renee Howes
Never again pay full price for quality PLR Products. Get THE DEAL.
Hi Kater
Thanks for getting back to me.
And thanks for the advice - my head is beginning to clear!
Now I know how to plan things. And I must say your PLR packages are
awesome!
Dave

Your next step? Get THE DEAL. Find it here: http://www.plrpump.com/thedeal
Thank you!
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